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Detailed walk through of the code pattern - *Predict equipment failure using IoT sensor data*


Q & A
A code pattern provides
• a solution for a specific problem
• provides a 360-degree view of the underlying code, architecture diagrams etc.
• It is a roadmap for solving complex coding challenges.

Important URL’s to be bookmarked

Sign up to IBM Cloud at [https://console.bluemix.net](https://console.bluemix.net)

View the catalog of IBM Cloud services at [https://console.bluemix.net/catalog/](https://console.bluemix.net/catalog/)

View the documentation of IBM Cloud Services at [https://console.bluemix.net/docs/home/alldocs](https://console.bluemix.net/docs/home/alldocs)

View the Software Development Kit’s of IBM Cloud Services at [https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/watson/getting-started-sdks.html#sdks](https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/watson/getting-started-sdks.html#sdks)

